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Global economic integration is accelerating ever since 21st century. The 
continuous expansion of international corporations drive the development of global 
sourcing. International corporations reduce costs through global sourcing and 
improve supply chain management, thereby, enhance the corporations’ 
competitiveness.  
International corporations are adjusting their sourcing strategies to meet this 
trend. As the core linkage in the supply chain, supplier selection and evaluation is 
particularly important. However, the traditional evaluation system lacks of flexibility 
and effectiveness under global sourcing environment.          
Therefore, how to select an ideal supplier has become a major problem of 
international corporations’ global sourcing, which in turn also affects the 
international corporations’ competitiveness and sustainable development. 
This thesis reviewed the development of domestic and international supplier 
selection and evaluation system and related theory foundation, emphasized the 
importance of global sourcing for international corporations, pointed out the 
ineffectiveness in the existing evaluation system and the need of a new evaluation 
index system construction.  
Secondly, after the analyses and comparisons of domestic and international 
supplier evaluation index systems under global sourcing environment, and the 
features of global sourcing, and based on our routine working experiences and broad 
investigations, more factors have been incorporated into the new evaluation system, 
such as suppliers’ capability to withstand the risk, visions of the suppliers’ 
cooperation, sustainable development potential. By dynamically analyzing the 
production capacity of the suppliers, financial risk, growth and development 
capability, supplier's willingness to grow with international corporation, we 
established international corporations’ supplier evaluation index system under global 
sourcing environment, and gave the corresponding evaluation criteria. 













applied mathematical analysis into supplier evaluation, a comprehensive evaluation 
system was achieved and an evaluation model was established.  
Finally, we chose Danaher Corporation and its existing suppliers as an example, 
our evaluation system is justified by empirical data. The results showed that our 
model can evaluate the current suppliers of Danaher effectively, the application of 
our model can help enterprises choose the most suitable suppliers. 
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序、沟通系统等 14 个因素;“往来安排”则归为“稍微重要”之列。 
表 1.1  Dickson 的供应商选择 
排序 准则 均值 评价 
1 质量 3.51 EI 
2 交货 3.42 CI 
3 历史效益 3.00 CI 
4 保证 2.84 CI 
5 生产设施/能力 2.78 CI 
6 价格 2.76 CI 
7 技术能力 2.55 CI 
8 财务状况 2.51 CI 
                                                        
















续表 1.1   
排序 准则 均值 评价 
9 遵循报价程序 2.49 AI 
10 沟通系统 2.43 AI 
11 美誉度 2.41 AI 
12 业务预期 2.26 AI 
13 管理和组织 2.22 AI 
14 操作控制 2.21 AI 
15 维修服务 2.19 AI 
16 态度 2.12 AI 
17 形象 2.05 AI 
18 包装能力 2.01 AI 
19 劳工关系记录 2.00 AI 
20 地理位置 1.87 AI 
21 以往业务量 1.60 AI 
22 培训 1.54 AI 
23 往来安排 0.61 SI 
EI:极端重要;CI:相当重要:Al:一般重要;SI:稍微重要 
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意到了 JIT (Just In Time)对供应商评价的影响。
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iii CqppS D)( min ×+×−= ∑
    
 
iS 一第 i个供应商的成本值; 
ip 一第 i个供应商的单位销售价格; 
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